
Innovative Engineering 
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Delivering innovative engineering design and tailored in-service 
support engineering sustainment services

Engineering and obsolescence management

Engineering for military communications 
Over the past decade Boeing Defence Australia has developed a niche capability 
and expertise in internal and external communications systems, in particular, for the 
maritime domain.

Our team of experienced engineers and technicians can design and implement 
efficient, flexible and innovative in-service support engineering sustainment solutions 
for our customers.

We are a reliable partner of the Royal Australian Navy, and currently provide 
engineering services to support military communications for the Collins Class 
Submarine and the Boeing 757 aircraft New Zealand Military Navigation 
communications system. In addition, we previously developed a Military Satellite 
Communications (MILSATCOM) offshore anchoring facility for our navy customer.

Engineering and obsolescence management
Boeing Defence Australia offers turnkey engineering and obsolescence management 
and in-service support engineering sustainment solutions. We can provide regular 
system obsolescence monitoring and reporting, improved supply chain management 
and identification of alternative in-country suppliers to ensure the upgrade or 
replacement of our customer’s equipment.

Services range from system requirements and functional analysis, system design, 
system integration and verification, set to work and test, integrated logistics support, 
technical support, and repair and field maintenance support. 

These services cover radios, satellite and data communication, secure messaging, 
switching and antenna distribution systems and computer networks that are utilised to 
ensure responsive and agile engineering services, while protecting the integrity of our 
customers’ data systems.

Collins Class submarine communications program
Over the past 10 years, Boeing Defence Australia has integrated modifications 
and conducted maintenance activities on the Collins Class internal and external 
communications systems, including communications antenna capability 
enhancement, extremely high frequency antenna capability enhancement, internal 
power supplies, and secure messaging and terminals upgrade to enable the platform’s 
communications to evolve and communicate with various maritime, land and air 
entities. 

MILSATCOM offshore anchoring facility 
Boeing Defence Australia developed and manufactured a solution to support the 
MILSATCOM offshore anchoring facility military satellite communications operations.
This included the manufacture, assembly and commissioning of an offshore anchoring 
rack facility, which has been transported across the country and overseas. This is 
an excellent example of our ability to commission systems to meet global customer 
requirements.


